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With a holistic approach to the care

[9]: biological changes due to aging that
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pairment and tuberculosis. Conditions
that do not presently warrant periodic
assessment in the asymptomatic elderly
include

dementia,

pothyroidism,

hyperlipidemia,

lung

cancer

and
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Overpaid, overfed, oversexed and over here
Tommy Trinder, English comedian (1909±89), on American troops in Britain during World War II

Capsule
Myocardin expression in the heart
The availability of large databases of expressed sequence tags

through its physical association with another, more widely

and tissue-specific cDNA libraries has greatly facilitated the

expressed, transcription factor called serum response factor

identification of novel factors regulating the development and

(SRF). Studies in developing mice and Xenopus embryos

function of individual tissues and organs. The power of this

revealed

approach is illustrated by Wang et al. who used a bioinfor-

myocardium after birth and is required for myocardial cell

matics-based screen to find a previously elusive transcription

differentiation. It remains to be established whether myocar-

factor that selectively turns on gene expression in heart

din participates in signaling pathways that are disrupted in

muscle. The new protein, designated myocardin, potently

human heart disease.

activated transcription of heart and smooth muscle genes
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